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trails from The Fox go: either
along the other side of the valley,
or up to the church and so to
Netherdene, and then in either
case back across the valley and
home along the top. It’s always
a right-hander; and for anything I
know, that’s what most of them
tried to do.

Rose, what do you mean? You
never saw them again?

Something like that. Bob the
Slob sprang a surprise on us: he
put together the alternatives I
mentioned and twisted his trail
into a left-hander. So we got as
far north as is customary, and
then went back up the hill to
Netherdene (at least they have
largely finished the building
works there), and so back to the
church of Sts Peter and Paul. I
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mean, all familiar stuff, but put
together in a new way. Is novelty
welcome on the hash? At any
rate, there were no back checks at
all, and we all knew the territory,
so we went very fast, and got
hopelessly split up. There was a
front wave of the youth policy:
Pinball Wizard, two other
youngsters (a boy and a girl who
tried to out-run each other) and
Stilton. Somewhere along the
way they lost Popeye and
acquired Made Marion. There
was a second wave of old
codgers, followed by a handful of
stragglers, and then I have no idea
at all. I mean, Bob preferred to
appear, large as life and twice as
ugly, to greet us when we were
nearing the church, rather than
ensure the front runners got some

Auntie Dear, I’ve been hashing
with Old Coulsdon, and I’ve
simply GOT to tell you about it!

Calm down, young woman.
What’s special about Old
Coulsdon?

Well, for starters, they begin by
writing you down on a sheet of
paper. I suppose that’s in case
you get lost, because of how they
lay their trails. If anyone gets lost
in Surrey (apart from those
unwise enough to follow Popeye
or Uncle Gerry) nobody has ever
noticed....

You mean the countryside is
strewn with corpses?

No, I don’t mean that at all. I
mean, Surrey trails are different.

Explain yourself, Rose.
Well, today’s trail was from

The Fox. Everyone knows where

beer. And I was ever so thirsty!
Do you mean, Rose, that you

just pushed off?
Well, yes. I had a date, Auntie!

So I still don’t know what
became of everyone else. And it
was the birthday of Chunderos,
too! Perhaps they all did the trail
- don’t you think they should try
to keep up? Or perhaps they
went home as if it were the usual
right-hander?

Well now. Keeping up, Rose.
The idea of the hash is for one
and all to be happy; some go as
hard and fast and far as Rambo,
and some keep Sister Anna
company, and everyone has a
good time. They might, perhaps,
be able physically to keep up,
though I am not sure - you’re
young, Rose, you don’t make

allowances! - but they certainly
don’t want to. It’s up to the hare
to keep the pack together, by
using back checks, or unfamiliar
areas, or difficult checks..... From
what you are saying, Bob the Slob
did none of these things: but then,
his reputation with Old Coulsdon
would suffer if he behaved like
other hares. Rather like FRB, who
is setting next week’s run in an
area everyone knows, but I
suppose he has an equally absurd
reputation to maintain. At least
the weather should have broken
by then. Anything else to report?

Well, no, Auntie, apart from the
usual pack of dogs at that car
park. Remember Shagger’s
witticism about those with two
legs? You can’t expect me to rival
Popeye’s tour de force with

Shakespearian lines last week!
Tour de force?
Yes, Auntie. He tore by force

Shakespeare’s lines from their
context and made a whole report
out of the result. It didn’t make
much sense, but perhaps people
will say the same of this one....

Did Popeye add to the lustre of
the Romeo and Juliet evening?

No, Auntie, he did not. We had
a silent Short An’, and otherwise
only J.Arthur’s Gill to read the
female lines, though naturally
that clown FRB was the
ludicrous nurse. Tee-Total was
Romeo, and Tequil’Over a very
effective Mercutio. Oh, yes, we
managed without Popeye. Other
people have read some
Shakespeare in their green and
salad days.... Even I!

FRB (as if ..)
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1634 06-Aug Tequil'over Joint-
Hursley/Ropley

Ropley ET ?

1635 13-Aug Bob the Slob Caterham FRB

1636 20-Aug FO and Strumpet Shalford FRB

1637 27-Aug T-Total - Birthday Run TBA

1638 03-Sep ? French Picnic

1639 10-Sep C.Bowman Pirbright

Run 1633

Date 30 July 2006

Hare FRB

Venue Newlands Corner

On On Ask FRB !

SSA No bugger has bothered

OS ditto

Scribe Tequil’overDirections:

Follow A25 west from Dorking. Go past Shere and up the hill.
At the top there is a car park on your left. Park at the back of
the carpark. No pub slected or warned - to be decided by fist
fight on the day.

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org

Scribe

Hursley are a grand bunch and really
looking forward to the joint run!

So please don’t be put off by the distance,
the A31 is a very pleasent drive and

Ropely is not far past Ancient Marina who
happily drives the opposite way!

Joint Run with Hursley and Ropley
6th August

Start: “Mudlark's Mum's Field”
its annual bashing!

Directions (detail to be confirmed):
A3 South past Guildford, take A31 Hog's

Back sp Farnham, Alton. Continue 30 miles.
Ropley is next village after Four Marks. At
Chequers Inn turn left into Gascoigne Lane,

2nd right into Gilbert Street, 1st right
Andrew's Lane - Last House/Field on right.
2 km from pub. This is a fair way leave in

time!
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*INDIAN WOMEN:*
First date: Meet her parents.
Second date: Set the date of the wedding.
Third date: Wedding night.

*WHITE WOMEN:*
First date: You get to kiss her goodnight.
Second date: You get to grope all over and make out a bit.
Third date: You get to have sex but only in the “missionary”
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